How to read an MLA journal reference

Generic MLA journal article reference

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Title of Article: Subtitle of Article.” Journal Title, vol. #, no. #, Publication Date, pp. xx-xx. Title of Database, doi: #. Date Accessed.

Example:


Note: Journal Title and Title of Database are in Italics (Alt + i)
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEORY of knowledge
*RHETORICAL theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: 1Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0802

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394
**If What We Do Matters:** Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: 1Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0802

DOI: 10.1350/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banning, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEORY of knowledge
*RHETORICAL theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: ¹Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0802

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575934

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Title of Article: Subtitle of Article.” Journal Title, vol. #, no. #, Publication Date, pp. xx-xx.

Title of Database, doi: #. Date Accessed.
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEORY of knowledge
*RHETORICAL theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: 1Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0802

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394

Searching: Academic Search Complete | Choose Databases

Title of Database, doi: #. Date Accessed.
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE – Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEORY of knowledge
*RHETORICAL theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: 1Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0602

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE — Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEORY of knowledge
*Rhetorical theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: ¹Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0602

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575934
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEROY of knowledge
*RHETORICAL theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: 1Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0602

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394

Title of Database, doi: #. Date Accessed.

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Title of Article: Subtitle of Article.” Journal Title, vol. #, no. #, Publication Date, pp. xx-xx.
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEORY of knowledge
*RHETORICAL theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies, significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: 1Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0602

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: CANADIAN literature, LITERARY research, LITERATURE -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc., THEORY of knowledge, RHETORICAL theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies, significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0602

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEORY of knowledge
*Rhetorical theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: 1Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0602

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: CANADIAN literature, LITERARY research, LITERATURE - Scholarships, fellowships, etc., THEORY of knowledge, RHETORICAL theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies, significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different metrical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0802

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575894
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEORY of knowledge
*RHETORICAL theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: 1Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0602

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394
If What We Do Matters: Motives of Research in Canadian Literature Scholarship.

Authors: Banting, Sarah


Document Type: Article

Subject Terms: *CANADIAN literature
*LITERARY research
*LITERATURE -- Scholarships, fellowships, etc.
*THEORY of knowledge
*Rhetorical theory

Abstract: The article focuses on analysis of literary research and studies related to Canadian literature. Topics discussed include consideration of an instrumental project literature scholarship presence for management of studies regarding literature studies; significance of literature scholarships in management of knowledge-making research services; and assessment of different rhetorical theories associated with the scholarship conditions.

Author Affiliations: 1Mount Royal University

ISSN: 0317-0802

DOI: 10.1353/esc.2016.0019

Accession Number: 123575394
How to read an MLA book reference

Generic MLA book reference

Author’s Last Name, First Name. Title of Work: Subtitle of Work. Publisher, Publication Date.

Example:


Note: Title of Work and Subtitle of Work are in Italics (Alt +i)
Author: Sanders, Joe Sutliff, author.

Title: A literature of questions : nonfiction for the critical child / Joe Sutliff Sanders.

Published: Minneapolis, MN : University of Minnesota Press, [2018]

©2018

Description: 274 pages : illustrations ; 22 cm

Content: text

Media: unmediated

Carrier: volume

Bibliography: Includes bibliographical references (pages 247-259) and index.

Contents: Introduction: The literary study of children's nonfiction -- Beyond authority: questioning the literature of facts -- Voice and the seamless narrative of knowledge -- Nonfiction's unfinished characters: the people who are wrong, flawed, and incomplete -- Inquiry at and in the margins: how peritexts encourage critical reading -- Seeing photographs: breaking the authority of nonfiction's favorite medium -- The pursuit of reliability in Almost astronauts -- The empathy of
Where to find the Author(s) name(s)

Author: Sanders, Joe Sutliff, author.

Title: A literature of questions: nonfiction for the critical child.

Published: Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, [2018].

©2018
Where to find the Book title

Author: Sanders, Joe Sutliff, author.
Title: A literature of questions: nonfiction for the critical child / Joe Sutliff Sanders.
Published: Minneapolis, MN : University of Minnesota Press, [2018]
©2018

Author’s Last Name, First Name. Title of Work: Subtitle of Work. Publisher. Publication Date.
Where to find the Book subtitle

Author: Sanders, Joe Sutliff, author.
Title: A literature of questions: nonfiction for the critical child / Joe Sutliff Sanders.
Published: Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, [2018]
©2018
Where to find the Publisher

Author  Sanders, Joe Sutliff, author.
Title   A literature of questions : nonfiction for the critical child / Joe Sutliff Sanders.
Published Minneapolis, MN : University of Minnesota Press, [2018]
          ©2018
Where to find the Publication date

Author: Sanders, Joe Sutliff, author.
Title: A literature of questions: nonfiction for the critical child / Joe Sutliff Sanders.
Published: Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, [2018]

©2018
Example Book Citation